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SUMMARY

Research over the past decade has established the
gustatory insular cortex (GC) as a model for studying
howprimarysensorycortices integratesensory,affec-
tive, and cognitive signals. This integration occurs
through time-varyingpatternsofneural activity. Selec-
tive silencing of GC activity during specific temporal
windowsprovided evidence for GC’s role inmediating
taste palatability and expectation. Recent results also
suggest that this areamayplay a role in decisionmak-
ing. However, existing data are limited to GC involve-
ment in controlling the timing of stereotyped, orofacial
reactions to aversive tastants during consumption.
Here,wepresent electrophysiological, chemogenetic,
and optogenetic results demonstrating the key role of
GC in theexecutionofa taste-guided, reward-directed
decision-making task. Mice were trained in a two-
alternative choice task, in which they had to associate
tastants sampled from a central spout with different
actions (i.e., licking either a left or a right spout). Stim-
ulus sampling and action were separated by a delay
period. Electrophysiological recordings revealed che-
mosensory processing during the sampling period
and the emergence of task-related, cognitive signals
during the delay period. Chemogenetic silencing of
GC impaired task performance. Optogenetic silencing
of GC allowed us to tease apart the contribution of ac-
tivity during sampling and delay periods. Although
silencing during the sampling period had no effect,
silencing during the delay period significantly
impacted behavioral performance, demonstrating
the importance of the cognitive signals processed by
GC in driving decision making. Altogether, our data
highlight a novel role ofGC in controlling taste-guided,
reward-directed choices and actions.

INTRODUCTION

The gustatory cortex (GC), a subregion of the insular cortex, has

traditionally been investigated for its function in processing taste
1834 Current Biology 30, 1834–1844, May 18, 2020 ª 2020 The Auth
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identity [1]. In the past decade, studies in alert animals significantly

changed the classic view of this area, establishing a role for GC in

dynamically representing affective, multisensory, and cognitive

signals associated with the experience of eating [2–4]. Time-vary-

ing patterns of firing activity in GC are important for the perception

and learning of taste value [5–7], for multisensory integration in the

contextofflavorand tasteexpectation [8–12],and forguiding food-

directed behaviors on the basis of food-predictive cues [13–15].

Recent experiments indicated that GC may also be involved in

mediating decisions based on gustatory cues. Electrophysiolog-

ical recordings and optogenetic manipulations in rats consuming

tastants demonstrated that GC activity is instructive of ingestive

decisions [16]. Indeed, sudden changes in ensemble activity

occurring during the time course of a response correlated with

and determined the onset of gapes—aversive reactions aimed at

expelling highly unpalatable tastants [16]. The function of GC is

not limited to naturalistic consummatory decisions involving ste-

reotyped, orofacial reactions to aversive tastants. Single-unit re-

cordings in an operant task classically used to study perceptual

decision making (i.e., a taste-based, two-alternative choice task

[2-AC]) suggested that neurons in GC may encode taste-guided,

reward-directed choices and actions [17]. However, the extent to

whichactivity inGCcontributes todriving reward-directedchoices

in a 2-AC task is currently unknown. Furthermore, it is not estab-

lished whether GC contributes to decision making by exclusively

representing chemosensory information (i.e., sensory evidence

necessary for decisions) or by encoding also cognitive variables,

such as planning for specific behavioral choices and actions.

In this study,weaddressed theseunresolved issuesby recording

and manipulating GC activity in the context of a taste-based, two-

alternative choice task optimized for the investigation of sensory

and task-related variables.We designed a 2-AC task in which pairs

of gustatory stimuli of opposite perceptual and hedonic categories

(sweets and bitters) sampled from a central spout were rewarded

withwater delivered at two lateral spouts. The task featured a delay

period, specifically introduced tobetter resolve activity-anticipating

decisions andactions [18].We recordedGCneurons’ spiking activ-

ity in well-trained, head-restrainedmice. Analysis of single-unit and

population activity revealed a progression from chemosensory

coding to the representation of task-related variables. Specifically,

weobserved thatGCneuronsencode informationabout theaction-

predictive value of tastants and about planning of an imminent

behavioral choice during the delay period. The behavioral signifi-

cance of this task-related activity was validated with optogenetic
ors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Taste-Based, Two-Alternative Choice Task

(A) Diagram showing a head-fixed mouse sampling tastants from a central spout and responding with appropriate licking.

(B) Top panel: representative raster plots of licking activity during a behavioral session. Each row represents a single trial, and each cyan tick represents a lick. The

green horizontal bars represent correct trials, and the magenta horizontal bars represent errors. Bottom panel: schematic diagram of the taste-based, 2-AC with

its three epochs is shown: sampling; delay; and lateral licks.

(C) Bar plots showing the average duration of taste sampling (i.e., how long mice licked to the central spout during the sampling epoch) for each stimulus (M,

maltose; Q, quinine; S, sucrose; SO, sucrose octaacetate). Error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM).

(D) Bar plots showing the average reaction time from the end of taste sampling to the first lateral lick for left (blue) and right (red) trials. Error bars represent SEM.

(E) Bar plots showing the duration of lateral licks for left (blue) and right (red) correct trials. Error bars represent SEM.

(F) Bar plots showing the average of behavioral performance (fraction of correct choices) for the four gustatory stimuli.

In (C)–(F) bar plots (n = 16 mice), error bars represent SEM.
silencing of GC, which demonstrated that interfering with activity

during the delay epoch, but not taste sampling, significantly

reduced behavioral performance.

Our results show that GC neurons dynamically encode multi-

ple variables associated with a perceptual decision-making

task and demonstrate that activity during the period preceding

a taste-guided, reward-directed choice is instructive of behavior.

This evidence significantly changes our understanding of the
function of GC in taste, demonstrating its role as a key node

for gustatory decision making.

RESULTS

Performance in a Taste-based, 2-AC Task
We trained head-restrained mice to perform a taste-based 2-AC

(Figure 1) task. In a taste-based 2-AC task, mice learn to sample
Current Biology 30, 1834–1844, May 18, 2020 1835



tastants by licking a central spout (only one stimulus is presented

at each trial) and respond to each stimulus according to a spe-

cific policy (e.g., taste A / lick a left spout or taste B / lick a

right spout). The policy is reinforced by rewarding correct

responses with water deliveries. We chose this task because it

engages multiple sensory and cognitive processes. Mice must

identify the sensory quality of each gustatory stimulus delivered

at the central spout, correctly interpret its predictive value, plan a

response, and act. In our version of the task, sensation (i.e., sam-

pling of taste stimuli from the central spout) and action (i.e., lick

the left or right spout for reward) were separated by a delay

epoch (�2 s; Figure 1B) in order to facilitate the study of sensory

and cognitive processes. For this study, mice were trained to

sample 2 mL of one out of four taste stimuli (sucrose [100 mM],

quinine [0.5 mM], maltose [300 mM], and sucrose octaacetate

[0.5 mM]) delivered from the central spout at each trial and to

associate pairs of tastants with the different actions (Figures

1A and 1B). After a delay epoch initiated by the retraction of

the central spout, two lateral spouts advanced and mice could

lick toward the left or right lateral spout to receive a small drop

of water reward (3 mL). Mice were trained to associate sucrose

(S) (sweet and palatable) and quinine (Q) (bitter and aversive)

with reward from the left spout andmaltose (M) (sweet and palat-

able) and sucrose octaacetate (SO) (bitter and aversive) with

reward from the right spout. In this configuration, each action

(left or right lick) was paired with two tastants with opposite he-

donic value and different taste quality (e.g., S or Q / lick left

spout; M or SO / lick right spout), rendering mice unable to

solve the task by simply generalizing for taste palatability or

quality.

Upon learning the task, mice showed no bias in the perfor-

mance. The average duration of the sampling (i.e., the time dur-

ing which amouse licked the central spout to sample the tastant)

was 0.50 ± 0.02 s, and the average licking frequency was 8.65 ±

0.16 Hz. No significant difference in sampling duration or licking

frequency was observed for the four tastants (n = 16; one-way

ANOVA; for sampling duration, F(3,60) = 0.12, p = 0.94, Fig-

ure 1C; for licking frequency, F(3,60) = 0.04, p = 0.99). The reac-

tion time for left trials (measured as the interval between the last

lick for the central spout and the first lick for a lateral spout) was

comparable to that for right trials (n = 16; 2.02 ± 0.04 s versus

1.95 ± 0.03 s; paired t test; t(15) = 1.59; p = 0.13; Figure 1D),

and mice showed similar licking duration and frequency to

each lateral spouts (n = 16; left versus right; duration: 1.04 ±

0.03 s versus 0.97 ± 0.06 s, paired t test, t(15) = 1.03, p = 0.32, Fig-

ure 1E; frequency: 7.22 ± 0.15 versus 7.44 ± 0.38 Hz, paired t

test, t(15) = 1.61, p = 0.13), indicating lack of any lateral bias.

Finally, mice showed similar behavioral performance for each

of the four tastants (n = 16; one-way ANOVA; F(3,60) = 1.5;

p = 0.22; Figure 1F), denoting that they could learn the contin-

gency for each tastant and further confirming the absence of

any bias toward one or more specific tastants used in the task.

Taste Classification during Sampling and Delay Epochs
Single-unit spiking activity was recorded with movable bundles

of 8 tetrodes unilaterally implanted in GC of mice performing

the 2-AC task at criterion (Figure S1A). Neural activity, licking ac-

tivity, as well as orofacial movements were simultaneously re-

corded. Given the involvement of GC in representing taste [19,
1836 Current Biology 30, 1834–1844, May 18, 2020
20], we first analyzed activity evoked by S, Q, M, and SO during

the sampling epoch. Spiking activity was aligned to the first lick

at the central spout (time 0; detection of the taste; Figure 2A) and

analyzed for a 500-ms temporal window (sampling epoch; Krus-

kal-Wallis test; p < 0.05; Figure 2A). As expected, a sizable

portion of GC neurons changed their firing rate following the

licking of a gustatory stimulus and had significantly different

responses to the four tastants (Figure 2B). Specifically, we

observed that 33.6% (72/214) of recorded neurons were modu-

lated by at least one of the four tastants (Figure 2C). Of these

taste-responsive neurons, 73.6% (53/72) were modulated by

S, 63.8% (46/72) by Q, 84.7% (61/72) by M, and 66.7% (48/72)

by SO (Figure 2D).

Gustatory processing in GC is dynamic, and evidence from the

literature suggests that responses may persist or emerge

beyond the initial 500-ms sampling epoch [6]. To begin assess-

ing the temporal dynamics of gustatory processing, we per-

formed a population-decoding analysis across sampling and

delay epochs [21] (decoding was based onmaximum correlation

coefficient; see STAR Methods). We found that taste decoding

was more accurate in the sampling epoch (0–0.5 s) compared

to the later part of the delay epoch (1.5–2.5 s), indicating that

taste decoding accuracy slightly decays during the delay

(n = 181; see STAR Methods; decoding accuracy: 0.61 ± 0.01

in sampling epoch, 0.59 ± 0.01 and 0.57 ± 0.01 in the delay

epoch; one-way ANOVA, F(2,27) = 4.8, p = 0.016; post hoc Tu-

key’s HSD test, p < 0.05; Figure 2E). In addition, we constructed

confusion matrices for population decoding and characterized

the classification performance for each taste. We found that,

compared to the sampling epoch or the first part of the delay

(0.5–1.5 s), the decoder made more mistakes between tastants

associated with the same actions (i.e., S and Q trials or M and

SO trials; permutation test; p < 0.001; see STAR Methods) in

the later part of the delay (1.5–2.5 s; Figure 2F). This observation

suggests that neural activity evoked by tastants associated with

the same action converges during the second half of the delay

epoch. To visualize temporal dynamics of population activity,

we applied a principal-component analysis (PCA) (Figure 2G).

Visual inspection of the trajectories of taste-evoked temporal dy-

namics reveals that S- and Q-evoked activity converged to the

same small region in the PC space in the late phase of the delay

(blue spot, Figure 2G) and that M- and SO-evoked activity

converged to a distinct spot in the PC space (red spot, Fig-

ure 2G). The Euclidean distance in PC space between S- and

Q-evoked activity or between M- and SO-evoked activity gradu-

ally decreased in the delay epoch (0.5�2.5 s; Figure 2H). To

confirm that activity becomes more similar for pairs of tastants

associated with the same actions, we computed the pairwise

distance in normalized firing rates evoked by each taste for

each neuron (n = 214; see STARMethods). The distance for firing

activity evoked by pairs of tastants associated with the same ac-

tions gradually decreased—reflecting an increase in the similar-

ity of the responses. In contrast, the distance for pairs of tastants

associated with the same taste quality and hedonic value

(sweets and palatable [S and M] versus bitter and aversive [Q

and SO]) gradually increased (Figure 2I).

Altogether, these data demonstrate that, in the context of a

perceptual decision-making task, taste processing is not

restricted to the sampling epoch but continues throughout the



Figure 2. Taste Representation in GC

(A) Schematic showing the trial structure. The gray bar represents the 500-ms long sampling epoch. Time 0 represents the first lick to the central spout.

(B) Raster plot and PSTH for a representative neuron showing responses to the four taste stimuli. Dashed lines at time 0 represent the first lick to the central spout.

(C) Pie chart showing the proportion of taste-responsive (gray) and non-responsive (white) neurons. Criterion for taste responsiveness: Kruskal-Wallis test, p <

0.05, followed by a Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.01; see STAR Methods.

(D) Bar plots showing the fraction of taste-responsive neurons modulated by each of the four gustatory stimuli used.

(E) Bar plots showing population decoding accuracy for three different temporal windows. Time 0 is the first lick to the central spout. Temporal window from 0 to

0.5 s: sampling epoch; windows from 0.5 to 1.5 s and 1.5 to 2.5 s: delay epoch. Bars represent the mean, and error bars represent SEM. One-way ANOVA and

post hoc Tukey’s HSD test; *p < 0.5; n.s. indicates not significant.

(F) Confusion matrix showing decoding performance for each tastant in the three different temporal windows (left, 0–0.5 s; middle, 0.5–1.5 s; right, 1.5–2.5 s).

(G) Trajectories of population activity in PC space for responses to each of the 4 gustatory stimuli. ‘‘1’’ represents the first bin (i.e., 0–100ms) following the first lick

to the central spout. The blue- and red-shaded areas highlight the convergence at the end of the delay (2.3–2.5 s) of S/Q-evoked activity and M/SO-evoked

activity, respectively.

(H) Temporal profiles of Euclidean distance in PC space. Blue curve, Euclidean distance between S- and Q-evoked trajectories; red curve, Euclidean distance

between M and SO-evoked trajectories.

(I) Time course of pairwise difference in firing responses for different tastants. Themagenta trace shows the average distance for pairs of tastants associated with

the same actions. The black trace shows the average distance for pairs of tastants associated with same qualities. Shading represents SEM. The thick horizontal

black bar represents times at which the distance is significantly different across the two groups (two-way ANOVA; main effect: tastants associated with the same

actions versus same qualities, F(1,10650) = 25.5, p < 0.001; interaction: F(24,10650) = 4.1, p < 0.001; post hoc Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test, adjust p <

0.05).

See also Figure S2.
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Figure 3. Preparatory Activity in GC

(A) Schematic of trial structure. The gray bar highlights the temporal window (1 s) used to analyze preparatory activity. Time 0 represents the first lick to the lateral

spout.

(B) Raster plots and PSTHs of two representative neurons showing direction-selective, preparatory activity. The neuron on the left (neuron no. 1) displays higher

firing rates during the delay period preceding left licks (blue ticks and blue line for raster plot and PSTH, respectively); the neuron on the right (neuron no. 2)

displays higher firing rates in anticipation of right licks (red ticks and red line for raster plot and PSTH, respectively). Time 0 represents the first lick to the lateral

spout.

(C) Histogram of direction index during the delay epoch. Blue and red bars represent neurons with a direction index significantly <0 or >0, respectively. Gray bars

represent neurons with no significant direction index (similar firing rate between left and right correct trials).

(D) Heatmap showing the time course of the direction index. Each row represents a single neuron (only neurons with significant direction index are shown). Time

0 is the first lick to the lateral spout. Blue and red represent negative (leftward) and positive (rightward) direction indices. White traces superimposed on the

heatmap represent the average direction index for neurons with negative (bottom) and positive direction index (up).

(E) Raster plots and PSTHs for one neuron showing preparatory activity and taste selectivity during the delay epoch. On the left (left trials), raster plot and PSTH for

S (brown) and Q (green) trials is shown; on the right (right trials), raster plot and PSTH for M (gold) and SO (blue) trials is shown. Time 0 is the first lick to the lateral

spout.

(F) Scatterplot showing the relationship betweenmax taste selectivity and the absolute value of direction index. Each dot (pink and gray) represents a neuron with

significant direction index (py < 0.01); gray dots represent neurons that also show taste selectivity during the delay epoch (px,y < 0.01). The gray dot with the red

arrow represents the neuron shown in (E).

(G) Time course of classification accuracy for correct and error trials (black curve). Time 0 represents the first lick to the lateral spout. The red dashed curve

represents classification accuracy at chance level when the correct/error trials are shuffled. The thick horizontal black bar represents times with classification

accuracy that is significantly higher than chance level (permutation test; p < 0.001). Shading represents the 99.5% confidence interval.

(legend continued on next page)
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delay period and that GC categorizes tastants according to

different criteria in different epochs. As time progresses, GC

shifts from coding the chemosensory identity of tastants to firing

more similarly for stimuli anticipating the same action.

Action-Related Activity in the Delay Epoch
To further investigate neural activity during the delay epoch and

identify neurons responsible for the changes seen in confusion

matrices and pairwise distances, we compared each neuron’s

firing rates in anticipation of correct left or correct right licking.

Consistent with previous literature, we computed a direction in-

dex using a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis (see

STAR Methods) [17, 22]. A large group of neurons (41.6% of all

recorded neurons; 89/214) showed a direction index significantly

different from 0 (i.e., having a significant lateral bias) during the

delay epoch (permutation test; p < 0.01; see STARMethods; Fig-

ure 3B), with 57.3% (51/89) and 42.7% (38/89) of neurons

showing higher firing rates in anticipation of leftward and right-

ward licking, respectively (Figures 3C and 3D; see also Figures

S2A and S2B for an alternative analysis of direction preference).

Figure 3B shows raster plots and peristimulus time histograms

(PSTHs) for two representative neurons, one with higher firing

rate during the delay epoch in left trials (neuron no. 1) and the

other showing higher firing rate for right trials (neuron no. 2). Di-

rection selective firing could begin at any time during the delay

period—i.e., from 2 s prior to the moment of the lateral lick—as

shown in the color-coded population PSTH in Figure 3D. Inspec-

tion of the average direction index (white traces superimposed to

the color plot in Figure 3D) revealed that direction selectivity

peaks right before the animal licks the lateral spouts.

To determine whether these direction-selective neurons car-

ried information regarding the chemosensory identity (sweet

versus bitter) of specific tastants, we compared firing rates for

S versus Q trials (left trials) or for M versus SO trials (right trials;

Figures 3E andS2C).We found that 38.2% (34/89) of the neurons

with a direction index significantly different from 0 also showed

significant taste selectivity during the delay epoch (permutation

test; p < 0.01; see STAR Methods; Figure 3F, gray dots). Plot

of the maximum value for taste selectivity against the absolute

value of the direction index revealed that the activity of the ma-

jority of neurons, 74.1% (66/89), was more strongly modulated

by the anticipated direction of licking than by the chemosensory

identity of the tastant (Figure 3F). This bias was specific to the

delay period, as the same analysis performed for the sampling

period revealed that the majority of neurons (80.9% [72/89])

were more strongly modulated by taste compared to the antici-

pated licking direction (Figure S2D).

In principle, direction-selective activity could be evoked either

by the tastants (and reflect taste recategorization according to

each stimulus’ predictive value), by internal signals pertaining

to the preparation/planning of a specific action, or by a
(H) Scatterplot showing direction index in correct and error trials. Each dot repre

represent neurons that also show significant direction index in error trials. Gray-sh

the same sign in correct and error trials, regardless of the gustatory cue. The red

(I) Raster plots and PSTHs for neuron no. 2 in (B), showing direction indices with th

Left: raster plots and PSTHs for correct (left licks, dark blue) and error (right lick, li

lick, dark red) and error (left licks, light blue) trials in response to M and SO are s

See also Figures S2 and S3.
combination of both. To investigate these possibilities, we

analyzed responses for correct and error trials for the same pairs

of cues (e.g., correct: S and Q/ left lick; error: S and Q/ right

lick). If GC was involved exclusively in taste recategorization, ac-

tivity would depend just on gustatory cues, hence failing to differ-

entiate error and correct trials. On the contrary, delay activity

related to action planning would allow for the classification of

correct and error trials for the same gustatory cues. A decoding

analysis (Figure 3G) revealed that the delay activity in the

population of neurons with direction selectivity can indeed differ-

entiate between correct and error trials (i.e., distinguishing left-

cued correct trials from left-cued incorrect trials and right-cued

correct trials from right-cued incorrect trials). Classification of

correct and errors peaked short after the action (peak accuracy =

0.94; 0.25 s after lateral licking) but was already significant in the

delay period (�0.5–0 s; permutation test with p < 0.001). This

classification performance was related to neurons with compa-

rable direction index, regardless of the gustatory cue (gray

shading in Figure 3H), like the one shown in Figure 3I. Not all di-

rection-selective neurons behaved like the one in Figure 3I.

Some neurons represented pairwise similarities between S and

Q (orMandSO), regardless of action (unshaded area in Figure 3H

and Figure S2E), indicating that GC can also represent taste re-

categorization and hence adopt a mixed coding scheme.

Preparatory activity and direction selectivity in the delay epoch

may be related to orofacial movements. To investigate this rela-

tionship, we analyzed videos of the orofacial region during the

entire delay period (Video S1). Visual inspection of traces ex-

tracted from the video analysis (Figures S3B–S3D) suggests

that, despite the directionality of tongue protrusions at the end

of the delay epoch (see below), the magnitude of preparatory

movements during the entire delay epoch was similar for left

and right trials. ROC analysis confirmed that orofacial activity

in left and right trials averaged across the entire delay period

was comparable for all the sessions analyzed (Figure S3E).

Furthermore, inspection of traces for neural and orofacial activity

suggests that the onset of delay activity preceded the onset of

preparatory movements (Figure S3C). We performed additional

video analysis to quantify the time course of preparatory lateral

movements unique to each outcome (Figure S3F). On average,

mice produced choice specific, preparatory tongue protrusions

only 200 ms prior to licking the lateral spout, which is well after

the onset of preparatory neural activity. Thus, it is unlikely that

the patterns of neural activity observed during the delay epoch

can be exclusively accounted by overt differences in orofacial

movements visible from our video analysis.

Altogether, the results reveal that, during the delay epoch, a

large fraction of GC neurons can show firing rate modulations

in anticipation of a specific licking direction. At the population

level, delay activity can differentiate between correct and error

trials—a pattern that is consistent with action preparation and
sents a neuron with significant direction index in correct trials. Orange points

aded areas highlight the quadrants in which neurons have direction indices with

arrow indicates the neuron shown in (I).

e same sign in correct and error trials. Time 0 is the first lick to the lateral spout.

ght red) trials in response to S and Q are shown. Right: activity for correct (right

hown.
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Figure 4. Behavioral Effects of GC Silencing

(A) Sample histological section showing expression of hM4Di-mCherry (magenta) in GC.

(B) Behavioral performance (fraction of correct trials) after an intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of saline or CNO in mice with hM4Di-mCherry expression in GC (left,

red; n = 6) and only with mCherry expression in GC (right, gray; n = 5). Bar plots, mean value of the performance. Two-way ANOVA; post hoc Bonferroni’s multiple

comparisons test; *p < 0.05.

(C) Sample histological section showing the expression of ChR2-EYFP (green) in GC and the track of the tapered fiber optic cannula.

(D) Top panel: schematic of trial structure and period of photostimulation (1 s, covering the sampling epoch). Bottom panel: behavioral performance without and

with light stimulation in PV-Cremice injected in GCwith ChR2-EYFP (left, blue; 11 animal-session pairs) andwith a control construct (EYFP; right, gray; 12 animal-

session pairs) is shown. Bar plots, mean value of the performance. Two-way ANOVA.

(E) Top panel: schematic of trial structure and period of the photostimulation (2 s long, covering the delay epoch). Bottom panel: behavioral performance in

experimental (left, blue; 12 animal-session pairs) and control PV-Cremice (right, gray; 12 animal-session pairs) is shown. Bar plots represent themean value of the

performance. Two-way ANOVA; post hoc Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test; ***p < 0.001.

See also Figures S1 and S4.
planning. In addition, a portion of neurons with direction selec-

tivity can encode taste and taste recategorization. Together,

these findings confirm the existence of task-related activity dur-

ing the delay period and suggest that GCmultiplexes information

related to taste recategorization and action planning.

Involvement of GC in the Performance of a Taste-Based
2-AC Task
Recent experimental evidence highlights that neural activity re-

corded in multiple brain regions, including sensory and motor

cortices, correlates with movement and goal-directed behavior

[23–25]. However, not all areas are instrumental for performing

the task [25]. To evaluate whether the modulation of activity

described above is necessary to optimally perform a taste-
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based 2-AC task, we silenced the GC using two experimental

strategies. First, we adopted a chemogenetic approach.

Adeno-associated viral (AAV) constructs (AAV8-hSyn-hM4Di-

mCherry) carrying the inhibitory Gi-DREADD (hM4Di) were bilat-

erally injected into GC (Figures 4A and S1B). Neurons expressing

hM4Di can be silenced by clozapine N-oxide (CNO) [26]. In our

experimental conditions, intraperitoneal injection of CNO

(10 mg/kg) significantly impaired behavioral performance (frac-

tion of correct trials; saline versus CNO: 0.82 ± 0.02 versus

0.69 ± 0.03; two-way ANOVA; main effect: CNO application,

F(1,9) = 6.93, p = 0.027; interaction: F(1,9) = 4.70, p = 0.06;

post hoc Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test, adjusted

p = 0.01; Figure 4B, left panel). In contrast, CNO did not affect

the performance in a separate group of mice that received an



injection of a control viral construct (AAV8-hSyn-mCherry) lack-

ing the inhibitory Gi-DREADD (CNO versus saline; 0.80 ± 0.02

versus 0.79 ± 0.02; two-way ANOVA; main effect: CNO applica-

tion, F(1,9) = 6.93, p = 0.027; interaction: F(1,9) = 4.70, p = 0.06;

post hoc Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test, adjusted

p > 0.99; Figure 4B, right panel). In neither Gi-DREADD nor con-

trol mice, CNO injection affected sampling duration or reaction

times (Figures S4A and S4B). These results indicate that GC

activity is required to perform a taste-based 2-AC task.

GC could be involved in mediating the performance of a 2-AC

task for either its role in representing taste identity—a process

predominantly happening during the sampling epoch—or for

its ability to process task-related variables, such as recategori-

zation of tastants and action planning—both occurring during

the delay epoch. To investigate this, we employed an optoge-

netic approach to transiently inhibit the GC during different

epochs. AAV constructs (AAV5-EF1a-DIO-ChR2-EYFP) carrying

Cre-dependent channelrhodopsin-2 (DIO-ChR2) were injected

bilaterally into the GC of PV-Cre mice, resulting in the expression

of ChR2 in parvalbumin (PV)-expressing inhibitory neurons (Fig-

ures 4C and S1C). Optical stimulation of PV neurons is widely

used to inhibit cortical circuits [18, 27–29]. Bilateral photoactiva-

tion of PV neurons in GC over the sampling epoch did not signif-

icantly affect task performance (no stimulation [none] versus light

stimulation [light]; 0.77 ± 0.01 versus 0.74 ± 0.02; two-way

ANOVA; main factor: light stimulation, F(1,21) = 0.17, p = 0.68;

interaction: F(1,21) = 2.30, p = 0.14; Figure 4D) or sampling dura-

tion and reaction time (Figures S4D and S4E). In contrast, activa-

tion of GC PV neurons during the delay epoch significantly

reduced the performance (no stimulation [none] versus light

stimulation [light]; 0.78 ± 0.01 versus 0.64 ± 0.02; two-way

ANOVA; main factor: light stimulation, F(1,22) = 11.69,

p = 0.003; interaction: F(1,22) = 14.03, p = 0.001; post hoc Bon-

ferroni’s multiple comparisons test, adjusted p < 0.001; Fig-

ure 4E) and slightly increased reaction time (no stimulation

[none] versus light stimulation [light]; 1.96 ± 0.02 versus 2.03 ±

0.02 s; two-way ANOVA; main factor: light stimulation,

F(1,22) = 8.09, p = 0.01; interaction: F(1,22) = 7.08, p = 0.01;

post hoc Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test, adjusted

p = 0.002; Figure S4H). In a second group of PV-Cre mice, where

only EYFP was expressed in GC PV neurons, there was no

change in performance following light stimulation during either

the sampling or the delay epoch (sampling epoch: 0.82 ± 0.02

versus 0.83 ± 0.01; two-way ANOVA; main factor: light stimula-

tion, F(1,21) = 0.17, p = 0.68; interaction: F(1,21) = 2.30,

p = 0.14; delay epoch: 0.83 ± 0.01 versus 0.85 ± 0.02; two-

way ANOVA; main factor: light stimulation, F(1,22) = 11.69,

p = 0.003; interaction: F(1,22) = 14.03, p = 0.001; post hoc Bon-

ferroni’s multiple comparison test, adjusted p > 0.99; Figures 4D

and 4E).

Altogether, these results demonstrate that GC is required for

properly performing a taste-based 2-AC task and that task per-

formance is affected by optogenetic manipulation during the

delay period, but not during the sampling epoch.

DISCUSSION

The results presented here demonstrate that GC is one of the

sites of sensorimotor transformations related to taste-guided,
reward-directed decision making. We trained mice in a taste-

based 2-AC task. Subjects had to sample from a central spout

one out of four tastants (S, Q, M, and SO) randomly selected at

each trial, wait during a delay period, and respond by licking

one of two lateral spouts. Mice were trained to lick left in

response to S and Q or right in response to M and SO; correct

responses were rewarded with water. We used four stimuli to

make the task more challenging and to facilitate the analysis of

sensory-related signals. Furthermore, by having a sweet, palat-

able stimulus (S or M) and a bitter, aversive stimulus (Q or

SOA) associated with the same response, we prevented mice

from simplifying the task into a discrimination of two predeter-

mined gustatory or hedonic categories (sweets versus bitters).

The separation of sampling, delay, and response in distinct

epochs allowed us to study the temporal evolution of neural ac-

tivity and its relationship to the task. We found that GC neurons

represent gustatory information and task-related variables.

Taste processing was not limited to the sampling epoch but

continued throughout the delay period, shifting from represent-

ing the chemical identity of tastants to representing their predic-

tive value (lick left or right). This change in similarity of responses

to S, Q, M, and SO is consistent with the notion that GC dynam-

ically recategorizes tastants according to the action they predict.

Analysis of activity during the delay epoch showed that, in addi-

tion to processing taste, GC neurons modulated their firing in

anticipation of a licking direction, with some neurons selectively

anticipating either left or right licks. Decoding analysis of correct

and error trials revealed that activity in GC was not just linked to

taste recategorization. Responses to the same tastants differen-

tiated correct from error trials during the delay epoch. This result

is consistent with delay activity representing action preparation

and planning, albeit we do not exclude that variability in the rep-

resentation of taste categories may also partly account for differ-

ences in correct and error trials. Altogether, these recordings

show that, although activity in the sampling period is mostly

linked to chemosensory processing, activity in the delay period

reflects sensorimotor transformations based on recategorization

of gustatory cues and preparation for a specific behavioral

response. To test for the behavioral role of GC and its neural ac-

tivity during the different epochs, we relied on chemogenetic and

optogenetic manipulations. Silencing of GC with inhibitory

DREADD led to a reduction in the overall performance, with

fewer correct responses. Temporally restricted optogenetic acti-

vation of GABAergic neurons demonstrated that perturbation of

GC activity during the delay period significantly reduced task

performance, although interfering with activity during the sam-

pling epoch had no visible impact on behavior. Taken together,

we demonstrated that the contribution of GC in a decision-mak-

ing task is largely due to the integration of perceptual and cogni-

tive signals rather than just sensory processing. This result goes

against classic views of cortical taste processing and empha-

sizes the role of GC in driving behavior.

Temporal Dynamics in GC
Awell-establishedmodel of taste processing posits that GC rep-

resents taste through time-varying modulations in spiking activ-

ity. In its original instantiation, this model describes the evolution

of taste responses through three distinct temporal epochs un-

folding over a few seconds from the delivery of a tastant [6].
Current Biology 30, 1834–1844, May 18, 2020 1841



The first epoch (somatosensory) lasts a few hundred millisec-

onds after stimulus onset and corresponds to the general tactile

sensation of tastants contacting the tongue. The second epoch

(chemosensory) starts after the first, lasts about 1 s, and

corresponds to a phase in which taste qualities are maximally

differentiated. The third epoch (palatability) begins about 1 s after

stimulus delivery and relates to the processing of taste palat-

ability. This coding scheme has been further refined through

trial-by-trial ensemble analyses and has been extensively vali-

dated by experimental evidence in rats and mice [5, 7, 16, 30,

31]. Alas, one of the limitations of this model has been its exclu-

sive reliance on experiments in which rodents consume tastants

that are flushed directly into the oral cavity through a surgically

implanted intraoral cannula. Our experiments demonstrate that

temporal multiplexing can be observed also in the context of

mice engaged in a decision-making task that relies on licking.

We observed that chemosensation gave way to recategorization

and action planning as activity progressed from the sampling

through the delay epoch. Taste recategorization consisted in

shifting the pairwise representation of tastants toward similar-

ities in predicted actions (lick left versus lick right). Planning-

related signals consisted in activity that was predictive of the

same licking direction, regardless of the gustatory cue. Recate-

gorization and planning were not isolated in different temporal

windows but rather intertwined during the delay epoch, suggest-

ing that perceptual and decisional processes do not segregate in

time. It is worth noting that this dynamic processing was not

achieved through the activation of mutually exclusive neurons,

as the same units could process multiple sensory and task-

related variables (Figure S2F). This result argues against the

existence of cognitive labeled lines in GC. Furthermore, the

convergence of perceptual and preparatory activity onto the

same neurons in the same epoch, together with the diversity of

responses at correct and incorrect trials, may also be interpreted

as evidence for a unitary process of sensorimotor transformation

rather than two distinct sensory and preparatory processes.

In summary, our results demonstrate that, although the spe-

cific temporal structure and the variables encoded in GC firing

ratesmay vary from task to task, and depending on experimental

conditions, the temporal multiplexing of sensory and cognitive

signals is a fundamental mode of function of GC.

Functional Role of GC
GChas been implicated inmultiple functions related to taste pro-

cessing, taste learning, and taste expectation [1, 11, 32, 33].

Recent evidence also suggests that GC can be involved in

taste-based decision making [16, 17]. Recordings from GC of

rats consuming tastants delivered through an intraoral cannula

demonstrate that sudden and coherent changes in ensemble ac-

tivity predict gapes—an innate orofacial behavior aimed at

expelling aversive tastants [16]. Optogenetic experiments,

showing that perturbation of GC activity prior to ensemble tran-

sitions delays the onset of gapes, confirm the importance of this

area in driving this ingestive decision. Although important and

novel, the work described above has focused exclusively on

innate, ingestive responses evoked by aversive stimuli. A recent

set of electrophysiological experiments relied on a 2-AC task to

investigate GC activity related to decision making in the context

of a structured, reward-oriented paradigm [17]. Although GC
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showed patterns of activity consistent with decision making, it

appeared less engaged by the task than the orbitofrontal cortex,

raising the possibility that task-related activity might be epiphe-

nomenal in GC. Evidence in the rodent’s brain of global prepara-

tory signals [25] that are not necessarily instructive of behavior

further raises questions on the role of reward-related, decision-

making activity in GC. Our experiments were explicitly designed

for an in-depth investigation of patterns of firing activity associ-

ated with a 2-AC task and for a test of their behavioral signifi-

cance. The reliance on restrained subjects and the use of a delay

period before the decision allowed us to record task-related sig-

nals in the absence of overt movements associated with a 2-AC

task in freely moving rodents. Video analysis of orofacial move-

ments suggested that the task-related signals observed here

were not simply driven by visible mouth movements preceding

and unique to future left or right licking. Chemo- and optogenetic

experiments ultimately confirmed the hypothesis that activity

during the delay was instructive of task performance and not

epiphenomenal. Indeed, manipulation of GC activity unveiled a

role for GC activity in the 2-AC task. Chemogenetic silencing re-

sulted in a significant reduction of performance, pointing at GC

playing a role in the execution of the task. Temporally restricted

optogenetic perturbation of GC (through activation of PV-posi-

tive GABAergic neurons) allowed us to investigate the contribu-

tion of GC activity in different epochs, parsing apart the role of

sensory and task-related signals. Optogenetic manipulation

around the sampling epoch—a time in which chemosensory pro-

cessing occurs with little or no cognitive signaling—had no

impact on behavioral performance. On the contrary, perturbation

during the delay epoch—a window during which we observed

firing related to taste recategorization and licking direction plan-

ning—significantly reduced the performance.

The lack of behavioral effect of optogenetic perturbation at

sampling may appear puzzling at first. How can GC perform its

role in decision making and sensorimotor transformation without

sensory information? Sampling-related activity within GC may

not be the only source of gustatory information for computations

occurring during the delay epoch. Indeed, subcortical nuclei

relaying gustatory signals to the cortex process taste with

changes in firing activity that persist longer than 500 ms [34,

35]. Hence, it is conceivable that, despite the temporary pertur-

bation of intracortical activity at sampling, during the delay

period, the thalamus and parabrachial nucleus (and other sour-

ces of gustatory information) may provide GC with the signals

necessary for performing sensorimotor computations. Of

course, other possible explanations should be considered. For

instance, it is possible that, in highly trained animals, GC may

not be necessary for discriminating tastants or that taste pro-

cessing in GC may be more robust to perturbation than task-

related signals. Regardless of the reason for this surprising

result, the ineffectiveness of optogenetic manipulation during

the sampling epoch indicates that the contribution of GC to a

taste-based, 2-AC is not in merely detecting gustatory stimuli

at the time of licking. Instead, our results point at the importance

of the integration of perceptual (recategorization) and cognitive

(planning) activity during the delay epoch for reward-related

licking decisions. Future studies will have to address how and

through what mechanisms GC comes to express these patterns

of activity during learning. It is possible that the signals that we



observed may emerge through interaction with amygdala, orbi-

tofrontal cortex, and motor cortices. Although the exact contri-

bution of these areas is a matter of speculation, it is tempting

to propose that amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex may

contribute to the formation of taste-action associations, taste re-

categorization, and to the resolution of palatability conflicts for

tastants associated with the same action. As for the role of motor

cortices, although direct connections between GC and motor

cortices are not well documented, it is possible that indirect in-

teractions may be important for the genesis of preparatory activ-

ity. Of course, we cannot exclude that local computations in GC

may play themselves a fundamental role in decision making.

Regardless of these mechanistic issues, the data presented

here demonstrate that the function of GC goes beyond chemo-

sensory processing and beyond controlling the timing of natural-

istic, aversive reactions, as it is also the site of taste-guided,

reward-related decision making.
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Bacterial and Virus Strains
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AAV8-hSyn-mCherry Duke vector core N/A

AAV5-EF1a-double floxed-hChR2(H134R)-

EYFP-WPRE-HGHpA

A gift from Karl Deisseroth Addgene AAV5; 20298-AAV5

AAV5-EF1a-DIO-EYFP A gift from Karl Deisseroth Addgene AAV5; 27056-AAV5

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Clozapine N-oxide Sigma-Aldrich Cat#: C0832

Sucrose octaacetate Sigma-Aldrich Cat#: W303801

Maltose Sigma-Aldrich Cat#: M5895

Quinine Sigma-Aldrich Cat#: Q1125

Deposited Data

All data The current study http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/n2hkg6tcsm.1

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Mouse; C57BL/6 Charles River Laboratory N/A

Mouse; B6. PV-Cre The Jackson Laboratory JAX: 017320

Software and Algorithms

MATLAB The MathWorks https://www.mathworks.com/

products/matlab.html

The Neural Decoding Toolbox The neural decoding toolbox [21] http://www.readout.info/

Offline Sorter v4 Plexon Inc https://plexon.com/products/

offline-sorter/

NeuroExplorer Nex Technologies https://www.neuroexplorer.com/

GraphPad Prism 8 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-

software/prism/

Fiji(ImageJ) NIH https://imagej.net/Fiji
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Alfredo

Fontanini (alfredo.fontanini@stonybrook.edu). This study did not generate new unique reagents.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Experiments were performed on 24 adult male mice (10-20 weeks old). Only male mice were used to limit the potential variability that

may be introduced by estrous cycle in female mice. Sixteen C57BL/6 mice (Charles River) were used for electrophysiological record-

ings and chemogenetic experiments. Eight PV-Cre mice (The Jackson Laboratory, Stock # 017320) were used for optogenetic

experiments. Mice were group housed and maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle with ad libitum access to food and water unless

otherwise specified. All experimental protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Stony Brook

University, and complied with university, state, and federal regulations on the care and use of laboratory animals.

METHOD DETAILS

Adeno-associated viral constructs
For chemogenetic experiments, we used the following viral constructs: AAV8-hSyn-hM4Di-mCherry (7.4 3 1012 vg/ml, UNC vector

core or Duke Viral Vector Core) and AAV8-hSyn-mCherry (23 1013 vg/ml, Duke Viral Vector Core). For optogenetic experiments, we

used AAV5-EF1a-double floxed-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP-WPRE-HGHpA (7.7 3 1012 vg/ml, Addgene, catalog #: 20298-AAV5) and

AAV5-EF1a-DIO-EYFP (1.3 3 1013 vg/ml, Addgene, catalog #: 27056-AAV5).
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Surgical procedures for viral injections, fiber optic cannulae and electrodes implantation
Mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of a cocktail of ketamine (70 mg/kg) and dexmedetomidine (1 mg/kg). Once

fully anesthetized, they were placed on a stereotaxic apparatus. The depth of anesthesia was monitored regularly via visual inspec-

tion of breathing rate, whisking and by periodically assessing the tail reflex. A heating pad (DC temperature control system, FHC,

Bowdoin, ME) was used to maintain body temperature at 35�C. Once a surgical plane of anesthesia was achieved, the animal’s

head was shaved, cleaned and disinfected (with iodine solution and 70% alcohol) and fixed on a stereotaxic holder. For viral injec-

tions, a small craniotomy was bilaterally drilled above GC (AP: +1.2 mm, ML: ± 3.5 mm relative to bregma). A pulled glass pipette

front-loaded with the viral constructs was lowered into GC (�2.0 mm from brain surface). 100-150 nL of virus was injected at 1 nl/

s with amicroinjection syringe pump (UMP3T-1,World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL). Following injection, wewaited additional

5 minutes before slowly pulling the pipette out. For optogenetic experiment, two tapered fiber optic cannulae [36] (Ø 200 mm core,

emitting length = 1mm, NA = 0.39, Optogenix, Lecce, Italy) were slowly lowered into GC (�1.85mm from the brain surface) after virus

injections (Figure S1C). For electrophysiological experiments, craniotomies were opened above the left GC (AP: 1.2 mm,ML: 3.5 mm

relative to bregma) and above the visual cortex for implanting movable bundles of 8 tetrodes (Sandvik-Kanthal, PX000004) and

ground wires (A-M system, Cat. No. 781000), respectively. During surgery, tetrodes and reference wires (200 kU - 300 kU for tetrodes

and 20 kU - 30 kU for reference wires) were lowered above GC (1.2 mm below the cortical surface). Movable bundles were further

lowered 300 mmbefore the first day of recordings and�80 mmafter each recording session. Tetrodes, groundwires and a head screw

(for the purpose of head restraint) were cemented to the skull with dental acrylic (Hygenic Perm Reline, Coltene). Before implantation,

tetrodes were coated with a fluorescent dye (DiI; ThermoFisher), which allowed us to verify placement at the end of each experiment

(Figure S1A). Animals were allowed to recover for a minimum of 7 days before water restriction regimen and training began.

Taste-based, two-alternative choice task
Once recovered from surgery, mice were water restricted with 1.5 mL water daily for 1 week before training. Mice were head-

restrained and trained in a custom-built setup to perform a taste-based 2-AC task, which was inspired by the object location discrim-

ination task [18, 37]. The behavioral setup consisted of one central spout and two lateral spouts. Starting and ending position of the

spouts and their speed were controlled by Zaber motors (X-LSM, Zaber) via LabView software. In addition, a movable aspiration line

was used to clean the central spout by aspiring residues of the tastant drop after each trial. The central spout consisted of 5 inde-

pendent metal tubes, each one connected to its taste line. Gustatory stimuli (sucrose [100 mM], maltose [300 mM], quinine [0.5 mM]

and sucrose octaacetate [0.5 mM], Sigma-Aldrich) were delivered in �2 mL droplets by a gravity-based taste delivery system. The

lateral spouts consist of two metal tubes and were used to deliver a drop of water (�3 mL) as reward. The tips of two lateral spouts

were spaced 5 mm apart from each other. Licking signals were detected with licking detectors [38], which were activated by the

tongue’s contact with the metal spouts.

Micewere trained to associate sucrose (S) andquinine (Q) delivered from thecentral spoutwithwater rewardat the left lateral spout, and

to associatemaltose (M) and sucroseoctaacetate (SO) delivered from the central spoutwithwater reward at the right lateral spout. At each

trial, the central spout containingapreformeddropof a tastant (pseudo-randomlychosen fromS,M,QandSO)movedclose to themouse,

and started to retract once licking to the central spoutwas detected. This configuration resulted in a shortwindow for sampling (�500ms).

Afteradelayperiod (average intervalbetween the last lick for thecentral spout and thefirst lick for a lateral spoutwas2s), two lateral spouts

advanced, allowing the mouse to make a lateral lick and report the choice. The first lick to either of the lateral spouts was counted as the

choice. A correct lateral spout choice triggered a drop of water, while an incorrect choice triggered a time out (5 s) before the onset of the

inter-trial interval. A timeout before the inter-trial interval was also triggered if themouse failed to sample the tastants from the central spout

or failed to lick to either one of the two lateral spouts. The inter-trial interval was 6 ± 1 s.

Tominimize the influence of non-gustatory cues (valve clicks, odor of tastants) on animal’s performance, experimental precautions

were adopted. A fan was used to blow away the possible odor of tastants, and constant white noise was played tomask the sound of

valve clicks. In addition, control experiments were performed to verify the reliance on gustatory cues in the performance of the task. A

group of well-trained mice (> 75% correct choices for more than 3 days in a row; n = 5) was tested in a behavioral session in which

gustatory stimuli were replaced with water. Under these conditions, performance dropped to chance level (water versus tastants,

0.530 ± 0.035 versus 0.862 ± 0.031, paired t test, t(4) = �6.15, p = 0.003), confirming that taste information was essential to discrim-

inate the four gustatory stimuli.

Electrophysiological recordings
Single units were recorded via a multichannel acquisition processor (MAP data acquisition system, Plexon, Dallas, TX) in mice per-

forming the taste-based 2-AC task. Signals were amplified, bandpass filtered (300–8000 Hz), and digitized at 40 kHz. Extracellular

waveforms were isolated by threshold detection and were further sorted and classified as single units using Offline Sorter (Plexon,

Dallas, TX). Single units were isolated based on principal component analysis (PCA) (across the four electrodes of each individual

tetrode) and identified with distinct clusters in PCA spaces and clear refractory periods (> 1 ms) in autocorrelation histograms. Tet-

rodes were lowered �80 mm after each recording session to avoid sampling the same neurons. In total, we recorded 214 neurons

from 5 mice in 21 sessions; the average yield was 42.5 neurons per mouse and 10.2 neurons per session.
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Chemogenetic manipulation of GC
See section on ‘‘Surgical procedures for viral injections, fiber optic cannulae and electrodes implantation’’ for surgical procedures.

Mice with GC neurons infected with hM4Di-mCherry (n = 6) or mCherry (n = 5) were used in these experiments. After learning the task

and showing stable performances (correct choices > 75%) for more than three consecutive days, mice received intraperitoneal (i.p.)

injections of saline (10 ml/kg body weight) or clozapine N-oxide (CNO, 10 mg/kg, 10 ml/kg, Sigma). Drugs (saline or CNO) were

administered 30-40 minutes prior to the start of the behavioral sessions. CNO was stored at �20�C and dissolved in saline (0.9%)

to reach the final concentration (1 mg/ml). CNO doses were chosen based on previously published work [39].

Optogenetic manipulation of GC
See section on ‘‘Surgical procedures for viral injections, fiber optic cannulae and electrodes implantation’’ for surgical procedures.

PV-Cre mice with GC neurons infected with DIO-ChR2-EYFP (n = 4) or DIO-EYFP (n = 4) and implanted with tapered fiber optic

cannulae were used for these experiments. A 473 nm laser (473 nm, 100 mW DPSS laser system, Opto Engine LLC) was used to

deliver the light. Two 470 nm LEDs were placed in front of each mouse, delivering on/off flashes at 20 Hz. LED flashing lights acted

as a background masking stimulus for the laser used for photostimulation. Only 30% of the trials were randomly stimulated with the

light from the laser (20 Hz, 3�4 mW). For perturbing activity during the sampling epoch, a 1 s long pulsing light (20 Hz) was delivered

from 0.5 s before to 0.5 s after the onset of the sampling epoch to activate inhibitory interneurons. For perturbing activity during the

delay epoch, photostimulation was delivered for 2 s at the onset of the delay epoch. Each mouse received 2-3 sessions of photo-

stimulation covering the sampling epoch, and 3 sessions of photostimulation during the delay. Sessions with stimulation covering

the sampling epoch were alternated with sessions for stimulation during the delay epoch.

Histological staining
Mice were deeply anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine/dexmedetomidine (140 mg/kg, 2 mg/kg) and were intra-

cardially perfused with PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. The brain was post-fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde overnight,

cryoprotected with 30% sucrose for 3 days, and was then sectioned with a cryostat into 50 mm coronal slices. For visualizing elec-

trode tracks or expression of AAV constructs, slices were counterstainedwith Hoechst 33342 (1:5000 dilution, H3570, ThermoFisher,

Waltham, MA) using standard techniques.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data analysis was performed using Neuroexplorer (Plexon, Dallas, TX), custom scripts written in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA),

ImageJ (NIH), and Prism 8 (GraphPad).

Behavioral analysis
Task performance was measured as the fraction of correct trials over the total number of correct and error trials. Error trials were

defined as trials in which mice licked to the wrong lateral spout. Trials with no licking to the central or lateral spouts were excluded

from analysis. Normally these trials occurred at the end of the session. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare

the sampling duration and performance among 4 tastants. A paired t test was used to compare reaction time and duration of lateral

licking between left and right trials.

Taste-evoked response
Single unit spike timestamps were aligned to the first lick at the central spout. Perievent rasters of individual units were used to

construct perstimulus time histograms (PSTHs, 100 ms bin size). Taste-selective activity was assessed by examining firing rates

averaged across trials and over a 500 ms window after the first central lick. Firing rates in S, M, Q and SO trials were compared using

a Kruskal-Wallis test (a neuron was deemed taste selective if p < 0.05). Only neurons showing taste selectivity were further analyzed

to assess the modulation evoked by a specific tastant. For each tastant, mean firing rates in a 500 ms window after the first lick to the

central spout were comparedwithmean firing rates in a 500mswindowprior to the first lick to the central spout using aWilcoxon rank

sum test (a neuron was deemed responsive to a certain tastant if the p < 0.01).

Population decoding of taste information
To characterize the temporal dynamics of gustatory processing in GC, we first applied a population decoder (Neural Decoding

Toolbox, http://www.readout.info), based on maximum correlation coefficient [21]. Specifically, neurons recorded across different

sessions were used to construct a pseudo population. The results presented are from 181 out of 214 neurons, as only neurons

with at least 30 trials for each tastant were used to ensure robustness of classification. The results were confirmed when we relaxed

the trial number constraint to 11 and included all neurons (n = 214). Spike timestamps for each neuron were aligned to the first lick of

the central spout (time 0) and were binned (bin size = 100 ms) to construct a firing rate matrix, where each row represents a trial and

each column represents a bin. The matrix is composed of spikes occurring from time 0 to time 2.5 s. Firing rates were normalized to

Z-scores. Data were randomly divided into 10 splits, out of which 9 were used to train the classifier (max correlation coefficient) and

the remaining 1was used to test the classifier. This processwas repeated 10 times, each timewith different training and testing splits,

to compute the decoding accuracy. Decoding accuracy within the 0-0.5 s temporal windows was averaged to represent the
Current Biology 30, 1834–1844.e1–e5, May 18, 2020 e3
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decoding accuracy for the sampling epoch. Decoding accuracy within the 0.5-1.5 s and 1.5 – 2.5 s temporal windows were averaged

to represent the decoding accuracy during the delay. The decoding procedure was further repeated 10 times to compute the vari-

ation of the decoding accuracy for the sampling and delay epoch. In addition to the decoding accuracy, confusion matrices within 0-

0.5 s, 0.5-1.5 s and 1.5-2.5 s temporal windows were also computed. The following procedures were performed to infer statistical

differences in decoding performance for tastants associated with the same action. We first randomly shuffled firing rates within each

time bin (100 ms) for the sampling and delay epochs, then we ran the population decoder on the shuffled data. We repeated this step

1000 times to calculate the confusion matrices for sampling (0-0.5 s), early delay (0.5-1.5 s) and late delay (1.5-2.5 s) periods at each

iteration. Null distribution of the difference in confusion for tastants associated with the same action (i.e., confusion between S and Q,

or betweenM and SO) between different epochs (i.e., late delay versus sampling, late delay versus early delay) was computed based

on the shuffled data. The difference in confusion of tastants associated with the same action from the actual data was compared to

the null distribution (permutation test, p value was calculated as the proportion of cases where shuffled data has an equal or bigger

difference than the real data). We found that the confusion between tastants associated with the same action was significantly larger

during the late delay period compared to sampling or early delay periods (p < 0.001, permutation test).

Visualization of population activity with principal component analysis (PCA)
To visualize population activity over time, we applied PCA. Specifically, neurons recorded across different sessions (n = 214) were

used to construct a pseudo population. For each neuron, spike timestamps were aligned to the first lick of the central spout (time 0)

and PSTHs were computed (bin size = 100 ms, window = 0-2.5 s). A firing rate matrix was constructed for the pseudo population,

where each row represents a bin and each column represents a neuron. We used PCA to find the principal component coefficients

of thematrix, and applied the coefficients to the population activity evoked by S,Q,M, and SO. Population activity was projected onto

the PC space. Only the first 3 PCs were used for visualization and analysis. PCA results were confirmed also when the analysis was

performed exclusively on neurons with at least 30 trials for each tastant (n = 181).

Pairwise distance between taste-evoked activity
To calculate the pairwise distance between taste-evoked activity, we applied a receiver operator characteristic (ROC) analysis for each

single unit (n = 214). Single unit spike timestamps were aligned to the first lick of the central spout and PSTHs were constructed (bin

size is 100 ms) for the 4 different tastants. The area under the ROC curve (auROC) was used to compute the auROC distance in neural

activity between a pair of tastants: auROC_Dtastant-pair = | 23 (auROC �0.5) |, ranging from 0 to 1, where 0 represents similar firing and

1 represents different firing for the pair of tastants. Distance in neural activity evoked by tastant-pairs associated with the same actions

wascomputedas:Distance=½3 (auROC_DS-Q +auROC_DM-SO); anddistance in neural activity evokedby tastant-pairswith samequal-

itieswascomputedas:Distance=½3 (auROC_DS-M+auROC_DQ-SO). The resultswereconfirmedwhenweonlyanalyzedneuronswithat

least 30 trials for each tastant (n = 181). Distance in neural activity evoked by tastant-pairs associated with the same actions or the same

qualities was compared via two-way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test (p < 0.05).

Preparatory activity during the delay epoch
Preparatory activity was first assessed only in correct trials. Single unit spike timestamps were aligned to the first lick of the lateral

spout and PSTHs were constructed (bin size is 100 ms). ROC analysis [17, 22] was then used to compare mean firing rates between

left and right correct trials in a 1 s window before the first lateral lick. Specifically, the area under the ROC curve (auROC) was used to

calculate the direction index as: direction index = 23 (auROC-0.5). Direction index ranged from�1 to 1, where�1means higher firing

rate in left trials (see Neuron #1 in Figure 3B), 1 means higher firing rate in right trials (see Neuron #2 in Figure 3B) and 0 means similar

firing rate between left and right trials. To assess the significance of direction index, we used a permutation test where left/right cor-

rect trials were shuffled without replacement. Data were shuffled 1000 times and the pseudo direction index was calculated for each

iteration of the shuffling. The p valuewas computed by comparing the actual direction index with the pseudo index.We used a criteria

p < 0.01 to determine significance. Neurons with significant direction index during the delay were defined as preparatory neurons,

and the activity during the delay was deemed as preparatory activity. To assess the tuning of the preparatory neurons, we measured

the change of preparatory firing rates (i.e., firing rate in 1 s before decision) relative to background firing (i.e., firing rate in 2 s prior to

taste delivery) (Figure S2A). We found that 32% (29/89) of the neurons decreased their firing rate while 37% (33/89) increased their

firing rate for both left and right rewarded trials. Conversely, 30% (27/89) of the preparatory neurons displayed incongruent firing (i.e.,

increased firing rate for one direction and decreased firing rate for the other). In addition, we computed the direction-preference tun-

ing profile of the preparatory neurons comparing the absolute change in firing rates between left and right rewarded trials. Direction

preference was then determined based on the trial type (left or right) that showed the largest change in absolute firing rate change.

With this method, we found that 18.2% of neurons had left direction preference (left preferring) and 23.4% had right direction

preference (right preferring; Chi-square test, (1) = 1.7, p = 0.19; Figure S2B).

Preparatory neurons were further analyzed to extract information about taste selectivity. For assessing taste selectivity, we

compared activity between S and Q trials (left trials), or activity between M and SO trials (right trials) during either sampling or late

delay epochs (1 s before first lateral lick). We used a similar ROC analysis to quantify taste selectivity, calculated as: taste selectivity =

| 23 (auROC-0.5) |, ranging from 0 to 1, where 0 represents no selectivity between tastants (similar firing rates between S andQ trials,

or between M and Q trials) and 1 represents high selectivity between tastants. We used the same permutation procedure described

above to test for significance of taste response selectivity. A neuron was deemed to be taste-selective during the delay epoch if it
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showed either significant selectivity between S andQ or betweenMand SO trials. To compare taste selectivity and direction index for

each neuron, the maximum selectivity between the two pair of tastants was used (Figures 3F and S2D).

Classification of correct and error trials
To analyze the relationship between preparatory activity and actions, we applied the population decoder mentioned above to the

classification of correct and error trials (i.e., distinguishing left-cued correct trials from left-cued incorrect trials, and right-cued cor-

rect trials from right-cued incorrect trials). Preparatory neurons recorded across sessions (49 out of 89 neurons, only neurons with at

least 10 error trials for both left and right trials were used) were grouped to construct a pseudo population. Spike timestamps for each

neuron were aligned to the first lick of the lateral spout (time 0) and binned (bin size = 100 ms) to construct a firing rate matrix, where

each row represents a trial and each column represents a bin. Thematrix was composed of spikes occurring from time�2 to time 1 s.

Firing rates were normalized to Z-scores. Data were randomly divided into 10 splits, out of which 9 splits were used to train the clas-

sifier (max correlation coefficient) and the remaining 1 split was used for testing it. This processwas repeated 10 times, each timewith

different training and testing splits, to compute classification accuracy. We first applied the decoder trained with left-cued (S and Q)

trials (including same number of correct and error trials) to classify whether left-cued trials were correct or incorrect. We then applied

the decoder trained with right-cued (M and SO) trials (including same number of correct and error trials) to classify the right-cued

correct/error trials. The overall classification accuracy of correct/error trials was represented as the averaged classification accuracy

calculated for S/Q trials and M/SO trials. To evaluate whether classification accuracy was above chance, we first shuffled the labels

for correct and error trials, then trained the decoder on shuffled data to compute the null distribution of classification accuracy.

Classification accuracy with p < 0.001 was deemed significantly different from the chance (Figure 3G, gray bar).

In addition, we calculated the direction index for error trials. Preparatory neurons with at least 10 error trials for both left and right

trials (49 out of 89 neurons) were included in this analysis. We used the same permutation test described above to calculate the sig-

nificance of direction index in error trials. In total, 12 out of 49 (24.49%) preparatory neurons show significant direction index in error

trials (red dots in Figure 3H).

Analysis of the orofacial movements
Oro-motor activitywas recordedat a rate of 30 framesper secondwith a cameraplaced in front of themouse face (VideoS1). Imageswere

acquired and synchronized with recording of neural activity by Cineplex software (Plexon, Dallas, TX) and imported in MATLAB for offline

analysis. Only videos of orofacialmovements from sessionswhere neurons showed a direction index significantly different from0 (16 ses-

sions) were included in this analysis. Movements of the orofacial region for eachmousewere assessed by frame-by-frame video analysis

[12,13].Briefly,a regionof interest (ROI)wasdrawnaroundtheanimal’smouth,avoiding the lateral spouts.Thenwecomputed theabsolute

difference of the average pixel intensity of the entire ROIs across consecutive frames around the first lateral lick (time 0, Figures S3A and

S3B). Changes in pixel intensity values of the orofacial region were normalized to background changes in pixel intensity obtained from a

secondROI drawn away from the orofacial region. This allowedus correcting for changesdue to fluctuations in background light intensity.

Orofacial movement was represented as change in pixel intensity. We applied the same ROC analysis described above to compute the

direction index based on the change in pixel intensity in left and right correct trials. Significance of the direction index was inferred with

the permutation test described above. To analyze the directionality of preparatory tongue protrusions, the ROI around the animal’smouth

was divided into two halves (ROIleft and ROIright). Orofacial movements within both ROIs were then extracted using the same method

described above for left and right correct trials in each experimental session (16 sessions). In order to represent the directionality of tongue

protrusion, we computed the time-course difference of orofacial movements between the two halves ROIs (the orofacial movements ex-

tracted fromROIleft were subtracted from theonesextracted fromROIright as [ROIleft - ROIright]) for left and right rewarded trials (FigureS3F).

Two-way ANOVAwith post hoc Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test (p < 0.05) was then used to statistically infer the significant differ-

ences in direction tongue protrusion in left and right trials.

Analysis of Chemogenetic/Optogenetic manipulation of GC
For chemogenetic manipulation of GC, a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA (mix-effect ANOVA) was conducted on the effect of

two factors (hM4Di versus mCherry, saline versus CNO [repeated-measures]) on behavioral performance, sampling duration, and

reaction time. For optogenetic manipulation of GC, a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA (mix-effect ANOVA) was conducted on

the effect of two factors (ChR2 versus EYFP, no light versus light [repeated-measures]) on the behavioral performance, sampling

duration, and reaction time.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

Datasets and code supporting the current study are deposited and available in the Mendeley Data (https://doi.org/10.17632/

n2hkg6tcsm.1) and Github repository (https://github.com/fontaninilab/currentbiology_2020), respectively.
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